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Unashamed
Shame has no place in the purpose, plan, and destiny God has for us because shame lies to us, robs us of the freedom we long for, and shackles us in the prison of our past. In this five-session video Bible study, author and teacher Christine Caine weaves examples from her life with those of biblical characters who
failed but overcame their shame to show how God heals us and redeems us. In her passionate style, she explains that if we want to change our futures, we have to believe God is bigger than our mistakes, our inadequacies, our pasts, and our limitations. We have to believe God created us for a unique purpose, has
a specific plan for us, and has a powerful destiny he wants us to fulfill. God has already won the victory over sin and its shame, and we do not need to spend our lives believing the lies of the deceiver. Instead, we can allow ourselves to be defined by God's truth and choose to see ourselves the way God
does--through the lens of his eternal perspective. So join the journey. Stop merely existing and start thriving. Lay hold of the power of Jesus Christ today and step into his future--a beautiful, full, life-giving future filled with purpose. You can live unashamed! Sessions include: Run, Don't Hide (21:00) Today Is
the Day (19:00) Posses Your Inheritance (23:00) God Never Wastes a Hurt (20:00) Highly Unlikely (23:00) This pack contains one study guide and one DVD.
A searingly honest memoir of one young woman’s journey toward self-acceptance as she comes to see her body as a symbol of rebellion and hope and chooses to live her life unapologetically. Ever since she was little, Leah Vernon was told what to believe and how to act. There wasn’t any room for imperfection.
Good Muslim girls listened more than they spoke. They didn’t have a missing father or a mother with a mental disability. They didn’t have fat bodies or grow up wishing they could be like the white characters they saw on TV. They didn’t have husbands who abused and cheated on them. They certainly didn’t
have secret abortions. In Unashamed, Vernon takes to task the myth of the perfect Muslim woman with frank dispatches on her love-hate relationship with her hijab and her faith, race, weight, mental health, domestic violence, sexuality, the millennial world of dating, and the process of finding her voice. She
opens up about her tumultuous adolescence living at the poverty line with her fiercely loving but troubled mother, her absent dad, her siblings, and the violent dissolution of her 10-year marriage. Tired of the constant policing of her clothing in the name of Islam and Western beauty standards, Vernon reflects
on her experiences with hustling paycheck to paycheck, body-shaming, and redefining what it means to be a “good” Muslim. Irreverent, youthful, and funny, Unashamed gives anyone who is marginalized permission to live unapologetic, confident lives.
After two years, Shula still cant believe her husband, Seth, is gone. In an effort to live again and to feel again, she accepts an offer to counsel women about marriage, love and fulfillment at Namaans, a Christian spa and retreat center designed to meet the spiritual, emotional, mental, and physical needs of
women. It all begins with Shulas first week-long retreat, Naked and Unashamed, where she leads four women on a journey, exploring the ins and outs of the big S. Barbaras husband just retired and has finally joined her at home. Shes dreamed of this moment but so far nothings changed. Barb reasons there
must be passion after sixty, and shes hoping shell discover ways to spice things up in more ways than adding cayenne pepper to her chicken tetrazzini. Lindsey hopes to boost her confidence as her wedding draws near. Shes done it rightvirgin til I doyet the man she loves took an alternate route. How will Lindsey
measure up to Gabriela, the mother of her fiancs son, and how on earth will she fare as a stepmother and new wife? Then theres Savannah, who believes she has the perfect marriage. So why did her husband, Reed, suggest she attend this retreat? Savannahs hoping some new moves in the kitchen and bedroom
will solve her problems. But Shulas hoping she can help Savannah uncover the root of her struggles and do what it takes to penetrate the wall that guards her heart. And finally theres Alex. Shes already determined divorce is the answer. She makes six figures, six figures more than her husband, and runs her
home single handedly. Shes convinced she really has no need for a husband and wonders why she married him in the first place. This week is her last-ditch effort to salvage her marriage, or at least give the illusion that she gave it her all before giving the loafer the boot. These four very different women united
by Shulas unusual therapeutic tactics as well as the amazing staff, services and food at Naamans, make unexpected discoveries about marriage, love, and more importantly, themselves. Surprising truths are revealed, past wounds are healed, and precious relationships are made, all while learning to live freefree
of guilt, pain, fear, sorrow, shame, and the lies of the enemyfree to live naked and unashamed.
Asian Christian female servant-leaders have faced painful and humbling experiences in their leadership development – at every turn and at every corner. Asian women who are evangelical servant-leaders rarely have any real “voice” in their community. In this book, Rachel Rajagopal enrols ten servant-leaders
who, speaking as one, seek to have their collective voice heard, recognized and valued. The testimonies of these women’s encounters with the Lord Jesus Christ and their personal obedience to God’s call, despite their challenges as female ministry leaders, are powerful examples of God using women in his
sovereign plan. Many of the hindrances these servant-leaders encountered were simply because God made them women. Dr Rajagopal’s rigorous examination of the Asian social, cultural and theological context in relation to women in Christian leadership allows these stories to jump off the pages and into
readers’ hearts. This thorough study not only illuminates the Asian context but is eminently transferable to other parts of the world in pursuit of releasing women into their gifting from God.
Lord High Executioner
Unashamed Servant-Leadership
Unashamed and Unafraid
Devotions and Prayers for a Burden-Free Heart
Drop the Baggage, Pick up Your Freedom, Fulfill Your Destiny

Are you living in silent shame, hiding a “secret sin”? Maybe you numb life’s pain with a bottle, razor blade, or sex. Maybe you “binge and purge” or act on feelings for other girls.
Whatever your “secret”—shocking or not—if you’re trapped by it, you’re trapped by it. And chances are you’re not getting help because you’re too scared of what people would think if they
found out. Unashamed breaks the silence about the sins girls think they have to hide. With daring and a touch of humor, author Jessie Minassian shares her own story of struggle and victory.
God longs for you to live in the freedom He died for! So whether you’re caught in a cycle of sin yourself or just want to know how to help the silent sufferers all around you, let this book
be the beginning of your journey toward health, healing, and freedom in His love for you.
This book provides guidance for youth and young adults who are learning the language of prayer, but yet still don't feel confident in praying OUT LOUD. You will be a part of a journey of
discovering your voice, the Genesis of sound, and what God's word says about using your voice. The book includes interactive activities that allow you to dig deep within yourself to uncover
what has been hidden. Finally, you will embark on 14 days of declarations of prayer and reflection. This book emphasizes the importance of praying out loud and declaring God's word over
your life. It's time to remove the chains, the restraints of shame, part your lips, and let a sound come out. It's time to use your voice; you have been silent for much too long.
Win the War for Your Own Integrity After Phil Robertson quoted Scripture in an interview with a national magazine, his hit show, Duck Dynasty, put him on “indefinite hiatus.” Phil
immediately knew what had happened: he had become a target of cancel culture. Since that time, Phil has spoken out against public shaming, strategic campaigns to get Bible-believing
employees fired, and other tactics that are wreaking havoc in our society. In a deeply divided country, with so many bent on condemning and silencing others, Phil calls for us to carry out
the unifying message of Jesus Christ. In Uncanceled, Phil shares his own experiences with cancel culture as he encourages us to turn to Scripture as we navigate politics, personal
conversations, and new cultural norms; helps us see the psychological and political motivations behind silencing conservative voices; reminds us that the goal is not to convince others to
like us but to win the war for our own integrity by refusing to bow down to the god of political correctness; and shows us how to trade retaliation for the love and forgiveness that God
offers. Uncanceled is a blueprint for standing up for the truth of Jesus Christ in a culture that has forgotten how to have respectful conversations. As Phil reminds us, when we embrace the
truth that Jesus Christ already paid an enormous debt to cancel our sins, we find a path to redemption, a way to forgiveness, and a means for godly connection.
The final volume in the breathtaking SHAMELESS trilogy! He is the thing that goes bump in the night. He is a liar, a protector… He is Noah Blake. ...And I love him. Everything I thought I
knew about the night that changed our lives has been turned upside down. I have no idea who to trust, but the one thing I do know is that I am his... And I will do anything to protect him.
The Shameless Trilogy (Noah + Lucia) Shameless Shameful Unashamed The Force Duet (Jonas + JJ) Force Enforce
Learning the Inductive Method of Bible Study
The Unashamed Guide to Virtual Management
Healing Our Brokenness and Finding Freedom from Shame
Unashamed Spirit Blank Book
A Devotional Journal for a Burden-Free Heart
If you live for people's acceptance, you'll die from their rejection. Two-time Grammy winning rap artist, Lecrae, learned this lesson through more than his share of adversity—childhood
abuse, drugs and alcoholism, a stint in rehab, an abortion, and an unsuccessful suicide attempt. Along the way, Lecrae attained an unwavering faith in Jesus and began looking to God for
affirmation. Now as a chart-topping industry anomaly, he has learned to ignore the haters and make peace with his craft. The rap artist holds nothing back as he divulges the most sensitive
details of his life, answers his critics, shares intimate handwritten journal entries, and powerfully models how to be a Christian in a secular age. This is the story of one man's journey
to faith and freedom. *Cover/Interior design by Alex Medina, photography by Mary Caroline Mann
The story of Rahab, an ancestor of Christ mentioned in the book of Joshua, is told with an emphasis on her Godliness, devotion, and courage.
Shame is everywhere. Whether it's related to relationships, body image, work difficulties, or a secret sin, we all experience shame at some point in our lives. While shame can manifest
itself in different ways—fear, regret, and anger—it ultimately points us to our most fundamental need as human beings: redemption. Shame never disappears in solitude, and Heather Davis
Nelson invites us to not only be healed of our own shame but also be a part of healing for others. She shines the life-giving light of the gospel on the things that leave us feeling
worthless and rejected, giving us courage us to walk out of shame’s shadows and offering hope for our bondage to brokenness. Through the gospel, we discover the only real and lasting
antidote to shame: exchanging our shame for the righteousness of Christ alongside others on this same journey.
A grisly tour of hangings, electrocutions, beheadings—and other state-sanctioned deaths that are part of the long history of the death penalty. In Lord High Executioner, award-winning
writer Howard Engel traces the traditions of capital punishment from medieval England and early Canada to the present-day United States. Throughout “civilized” history, executioners
employed on behalf of the kingdom, republic, or dictatorship have beheaded, chopped, stabbed, choked, gassed, electrocuted, or beaten criminals to death—and Engel doesn’t shy away from the
gritty details of the executioner’s lifestyle, focusing on the paragons, buffoons, and sadists of the dark profession. Packed with all-too-true stories, from hapless hangings to butchered
beheadings, this historically accurate look at the executioner’s gruesome work makes for a thoroughly gripping read.
Unashamed Spirit, Untamed Heart
Intimate & Unashamed
Releasing the Power to Declare Through Prayer
Musings of a Fat, Black Muslim
Unashamed Study Guide with DVD
"But, I don't know how to study the Bible on my own." Does this sound familiar? Perhaps you have used this excuse yourself. The Unashamed was written to counteract this mind-set. As you go through this book you will learn essential skills and methods that will enable you to
accurately study Scripture on your own. Personal Bible study is one of the most important and rewarding of all of the spiritual disciplines. We are commanded to "be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing the
word of truth" (2 Timothy 2:15).
Spencer uses Scriptures and leading expert advice to help couples return to living naked and unashamed as God intended for Adam and Eve. She discusses the theology of sex from unwholesome threesomes to pleasing their spouses.
First Digital Edition; Grier Rating: A** Carolyn and Angie have been living together for awhile, but things between them are strained. Angie is not sure how she feels about Carolyn and is, therefore, ambivalent about their relationship. She enjoys their physical encounters, but
often feels guilty about the sex afterwards. The situation between them becomes increasingly more stressful until, finally, Carolyn decides she has had enough – she grabs her coat and hits the town in search of true love in the lesbian bars. She meets a woman and goes home
with her, hoping that she has finally met the woman of her dreams. Is her new flame the real thing? Will she help take Carolyn’s heart and mind off Angie? And what of Angie? Will she discover that she wants and needs Carolyn in her life… or will she release her, let her find
happiness in the arms of another?
The first part of this work is a group of poems from a Japanese woman to her lover. Other poems concern poets, places, art, and Christmas.
A Guide to the Necessary Work of Christian Marriage
Embracing the Stigma of Being a Christian
Unashamed to Bear His Name
Unashamed Study Guide
Taking a Radical Stand for Christ

In Unashamed, Christine Caine reveals the often-hidden consequences of shame---in her own life and the lives of so many women---and invites you to join her in moving from a shame-filled to a shame-free life. She helps women find freedom from believing they are
fundamentally flawed and unworthy, and prepares them to step into their future, confident, dearly loved, created for a divine purpose, and empowered to be shame-lifters for others.
Manage Virtual Teams for Maximum Results Working remotely is a reality of today’s and tomorrow’s workforce. With organizations switching from a model of only on-site employees to on-site and virtual employees working globally, managers need guidance on how to address
the traditional and not-so-traditional issues that occur when staff is not collocated. The Unashamed Guide to Virtual Management provides that direction for topics such as onboarding new staff and delivering performance reviews as well as for the more offbeat issues like
handling office romance and doing laundry on the job. Using short chapters and a fun, whimsical, yet straightforward style, Ben Bisbee and Kathy Wisniewski answer the critical questions about how to manage virtual teams. No matter your problem, you’ll be able to evaluate
what went wrong, determine how the solution fits within your organizational personality, and implement a process to make it stick. Rather than scrambling to figure out how to handle an unexpected situation, virtual managers can consult the authors’ advice on more than 30
topics, including: • time zones, flexible schedules, and privacy • hiring and interviews, onboarding, and professional development • team building, morale, and celebrations • interruptive pets and children, errands, and meetings from the bathroom. From the mundane to the
awkward, this book covers it all—because you will have to manage it from wherever you are!
Unashamed is the riveting account of a daughter's life as her father's, MTV award winning music video director Aswad Ayinde's, sex slave and the challenges she faces as the biological mother of her own siblings.
As a young girl growing up in Jamaica, Jozanne Marie’s greatest desire was to restore a missing ancestral link and satisfy a longing for the one person she believed could affirm her identity… Her father. He had left for America when she was just an infant. After five years
living on the island with an emotionally unavailable mother and a young grandmother (hiding a pocket full of secrets), her father made his triumph return. He drove up in a white 1980s Volkswagen Beetle, enchanting as a dream, and Jozanne believed her paternal protector had
finally come back for her. Tragically, her supposed redeemer became her greatest adversary. Beautiful is one woman’s courageous spiritual journey to self-love and healing after a childhood of sexual and physical abuse.
A Celebratory Miscellany on Advertising Art
Overcoming the Sins No Girl Wants to Talk About
A Coming-Out Guide for LGBTQ Christians
A Bible Study on Shame and Being Shamed
Naked and Unashamed
With contagious passion and personal authority from a lifetime's work of evangelism, Floyd McElveen motivates Christians to make evangelism their own priority. Encouraging and challenging them with his many stories, McElveen urgently communicates God's passion for soul-winning and shows how it is the calling of
every Christian, regardless of his or her individual spiritual gifts. He contends that our professions of love for Jesus and love for the lost are meaningless if we put other things - even good things - first. God is not willing that any should perish. Are we?
Pastor Gallaty explains that Christ-like living requires a boldness and sacrifice often opposed to todays norms.
Are you living in silent shame, hiding a “secret sin”? Maybe you numb life's pain with a bottle, razor blade, or sex. Maybe you “binge and purge” or act on feelings for other girls. Whatever your “secret”—shocking or not—if you're trapped by it, you're trapped by it. And chances are you're not getting help because you're
too scared of what people would think if they found out. Unashamed breaks the silence about the sins girls think they have to hide. With daring and a touch of humor, author Jessie Minassian shares her own story of struggle and victory. Godlongs for you to live in the freedom He died for! So whether you're caught in a
cycle of sin yourself or just want to know how to help the silent sufferers all around you, let this book be the beginning of your journey toward health, healing, and freedom in His love for you.
Shame lies to us, robs us of the freedom we long for, and shackles us in the prison of our past. To the feelings of shame in our lives, author and teacher Christine Caine has something urgent to say: shame has no place in the purpose, plan, and destiny God has for you. Do you ever struggle with the fear that you are not
enough? Are you ever afraid to let your true self be seen and known? Are you often trying to gain approval? Do you want to break the power of shame in your life? In this five-session video Bible study (DVD/digital video sold separately), Caine shows how God heals us and redeems us by weaving examples from her life
with those of women and men from the Bible who failed but ultimately overcame their shame. In her passionate style, Christine Caine wants to show you a way out of shame by helping you rediscover the power of God to overcome our mistakes, our inadequacies, our pasts, our limitations...to make way for us to discover
our unique purpose and powerful destiny. Sessions include: Run, Don't Hide – Identifying the types of shame and laying open the effects and sources of shame. Today Is the Day – How do we actually begin the process of recovering from shame? Posses Your Inheritance – Opening our eyes to the very real and present
power Jesus Christ has over shame. What God wants us to experience instead and how. God Never Wastes a Hurt – How God uses our wounds for our good and how we can learn to see it his way. Highly Unlikely – The enemy's tactics vs. God's methods. How looking at the stories of those in the Bible provide a way
forward for us today. God has already won the victory over sin and shame, and we do not need to spend our lives believing lies. Instead, we can be defined by God's truth and choose to see ourselves the way God does--through the lens of his eternal perspective. So join the journey. You can live unashamed! Designed for
use with the Unashamed Video Study 9780310698735 (sold separately).
Drop the Baggage, Pick Up Your Freedom, Fulfill Your Destiny
Unashamed Artists
Finding Meaning and Peace in a Culture of Accusations, Shame, and Condemnation
The Journey Toward Sexual Fulfillment
An Unashamed Look at Hangmen, Headsmen, and Their Kind

Too many Christian women face the daily struggle to shed the cloak of shame and guilt from their past and present faults and failures. Featuring more than 90 devotional readings plus inspiring prayers and scripture selections, this soul-stirring devotional journal will
encourage you to spend purposeful, one-on-one time with your loving heavenly Creator. Unashamed: A Devotional Journal for a Burden-Free Heart will help release you from shameful, cumbersome feelings, filling your heart with the freedom and joy that only God can
provide--today and for all your days to come! "If you set your heart on God and reach out to him, If you scrub your hands of sin and refuse to entertain evil in your home, You'll be able to face the world unashamed and keep a firm grip on life, guiltless and fearless. You'll
forget your troubles; they'll be like old, faded photographs. Your world will be washed in sunshine, every shadow dispersed by dayspring. Full of hope, you'll relax, confident again; you'll look around, sit back, and take it easy. Expansive, without a care in the world, you'll
be hunted out by many for your blessing." Job 11:13-20 MSG
The first coffee of the day is a make-or-break moment. A robust, flavorful cup can clear the mind, cheer the soul, and boost self-confidence. A watery, bitter brew almost guarantees gloom. More than one billion people start their day by drinking a cup of coffee, making it
the most popular drink worldwide, after water, and the coffee industry second in the worldwide economy, after oil. However, most people still consider coffee a guilty pleasure. One reason is that many think coffee contains only caffeine and is detrimental to health. In
fact, coffee is far more than caffeine-it contains a complex mixture of bioactive compounds that can affect health positively, such as antioxidants, minerals, niacin, and lactones. This book debunks the myths surrounding coffee and proves that coffee in moderation can
actually prevent many diseases. Extensive research has been conducted in the last twenty years, but the findings have been relegated to highly specialized journals which are inaccessible to most readers. Now, coffee drinkers rejoice-this book articulates the massive
body of research that's been done in a way that everyone can understand and enjoy! Coffee has been and continues to be an important part of human history-economically, physiologically, and socially. It is the favorite drink of many celebrities and innovators, such as
Britney Spears, Halle Berry, Jennifer Jones, Bill Gates, Robin Williams, Kevin Spacey, Jon Stewart, Dave Chapelle, and Madonna, as well as numerous historical figures, like Benjamin Franklin, Napoleon, Lord Byron, Chopin, Bach, Beethoven, Voltaire, Casanova, Goethe,
Hemingway, Picasso, Balzac, and Wyatt Earp. There are lots of reasons to drink coffee every day, as the millions of customers who flock to coffeehouses to order a "special," double espresso or latte will attest. Wake up, smell and read all about coffee. 101 Reasons to
Drink Coffee without Guilt provides an accessible, engaging, and illuminating exploration of this beloved beverage. Better than this book, only a coffee talk with the doc.
Unashamed: Devotions and Prayers for a Burden-Free Heart will help release you from cumbersome, shameful feelings, filling your heart with the freedom and joy that only God can provide--today and for all your days to come!
A miscellany of pieces of commercial art celebrating the contributions the artists made to the inter-war British graphic design scene.
A Life Tainted... Volume 1 And 2
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An Unashamed Defense of Coffee
WORKMAN UNASHAMED.
A Woman Unashamed
In the Unashamed Bible study, written by Chonda and her brother Mike, a former Pastor and director of Branches Counseling Centers, you will explore the genesis of shame (hint: there is fruit involved), and how the disciples wrestled with choices that caused them to struggle with shame. Looking
through the lens of Scripture, Chonda uses her keen insights and humorous observations to identify the differences between shame and guilt, blaze a path to overcoming shame, and become a world changer. From Chonda: If you are like me, you have become accustomed to moving quickly through
most things. But to fully digest God's Word, you need quiet times, slow processes and deep reflection. This Bible study is an invitation to gather with some girlfriends for a fun and meaningful conversation about our struggle with shame. Or, you can brew a cup of coffee and spend some quiet time with
this study and a God who loves you and wants to free you from shame.
Bestselling author and respected leader helps believers embrace the hardships and consequences that come from standing up for their faith in an increasingly secular society.
Bestselling author, speaker, and activist Christine Caine helps you overcome past guilt and live an unashamed life. Shame can take on many forms. It hides in the shadows of the most successful, confident and high-achieving woman who struggles with balancing her work and children, as well as in
the heart of the broken, abused and downtrodden woman who has been told that she will never amount to anything. Shame hides in plain sight and can hold us back in ways we do not realize. But Christine Caine wants readers to know something: we can all be free. “I know. I’ve been there,” writes
Christine. “I was schooled in shame. It has been my constant companion from my very earliest memories. I see shame everywhere I look in the world, including in the church. It creeps from heart to heart, growing in shadowy places, feeding on itself so that those struggling with it are too shamed to
seek help from shame itself.” In Unashamed, Christine reveals the often-hidden consequences of shame—in her own life and the lives of so many Christian women—and invites you to join her in moving from a shame-filled to a shame-free life. In her passionate and candid style, Christine leads you into
God’s Word where you will see for yourself how to believe that God is bigger than your mistakes, your inadequacies, your past, and your limitations. He is not only more powerful than anything you’ve done but also stronger than anything ever done to you. You can deal with your yesterday today, so
that you can move on to what God has in store for you tomorrow—a powerful purpose and destiny he wants you to fulfill. Join the journey. Lay ahold of the power of Jesus Christ today and step into the future—his future for you—a beautiful, full, life-giving future, where you can even become a shamelifter to others. Live unashamed! Dive deeper into the Unashamed message with the Unashamed video study and study guide. Available now.
On a daily basis, author and LGBTQ advocate Amber Cantorna receives emails asking the same question: How does one reconcile their sexuality with their faith? Depression, despair, and thoughts of suicide often haunt LGBTQ Christians as they feel unable to imagine the possibility of living a
happy, fulfilling life as an LGBTQ person of faith. As the gay daughter of a thirty-plus-year executive of conservative Christian organization Focus on the Family, Amber lost everything when she came out as gay in 2012. However, her journey to embrace her authenticity brought her fulfillment and
wisdom to share. Unashamed serves as a guide for Christians considering coming out, tackling tough subject matters such as demolishing internalized homophobia, finding an affirming faith community, reestablishing your worth as a child of God, navigating difficult family conversations (especially in
cases where family is involved in church leadership/ministry), and healing from the pain of rejection. Unashamed encourages LGBTQ Christians to embrace their unique identities and to celebrate the diversity placed inside them by God.
Chonda Pierce: Unashamed
Beautiful
The Open Book
Unashamed
The Unashamed

Go ahead and ask a question? Everyone has questions about sexual issues. Dr. Scott Farhart, a Christian gynecologist, addresses a wide range of topics for men, women and couples. "Finally-a wonderful resource on the issues of sexuality from a Christian perspective." -Don Colbert, M.D. Concerning
sexual issues... You can have questions without problems... You can have problems without answers... In over twenty years of practice as a Christian gynecologist, I've learned that when it comes to sex, almost everyone has questions...and few people have a safe place where they can find honest answers.
From teens wrestling with their own temptations and peer pressure to mature couples wanting to "be there" for each other after thirty-plus years of marriage, everyone has questions when it comes to sex. So I wrote this no-nonsence book addressing a wide range of topics for the young and single, the
newlywed and those who have been married for years. I tackle issues unique to men, to women and to couples. It's a safe resource that your family can use for accurate medical information based upon godly principles. So go ahead...ask me a question. I'll give you straight answers that are medically sound
and biblically based without making you feel ashamed or embarrassed. Read from cover to cover, or simply turn to the section that interests you...there's no question that's silly or unimportant. -DR. SCOTT FARHART
Living in a gray world of silhouette, Lord Taris Wellingham conceals his fading eyesight from society. He has long protected himself from any intimate relationships. Plain twenty-eight-year-old Beatrice-Maude Bassingstoke does not expect to attract any man, especially not one as good-looking as her
remote traveling companion. Forced by a snowstorm to spend the night together, these two lonely people seek solace in each other's arms. The passion they unleash surprises them both. Then a new day dawns….
UnashamedB&H Publishing Group
Happy marriages don't just happen. Despite the abundance of magazines and self-help books available, people continue to struggle with marriage Naked and Unashamed describes the diligent, necessary work to maintain marriage, as well holistic character-that the nakedness asked of each individual
extends from how we communicate, to how we grow spiritually, to how we manage our finances, and to how we make love. Every marriage is a snapshot of and testimony to God's covenant relationship with His Church. Without mincing words, Dr. Jerry, Claudia, and Jeremy offer real help through
practical and spiritual advice on these topics and more. Undressing for Intimacy Unpacking Communication Exploring Expectations Undressing for Sex Naked and Unashamed challenges couples to embrace a holistic, lifelong undressing for marriage. Throughout, the book presents a picture of marriage
in which relational and spiritual intimacy may be found in every aspect of the relationship. The book should enrich both marriages and the Christian life of the individuals within marriage. “I have performed scores of weddings over the years, and my wife and I have done the premarital counseling. I wish
this insightful book had been available for us.” —LYLE W. DORSETT, PhD, Billy Graham Professor of Evangelism, Beeson Divinity School “Naked and Unashamed is a must-read for any couple seeking to do Christian marriage in a way that is glorifying to God. Part master class, part playbook, this
frank and easy-to-understand guide is packed with critical insights and practical wisdom that can be applied immediately. This book leaves its readers equipped to engage in their marriage relationship in a truly transformational way. I cannot recommend it highly enough.” —MICHELLE MOUJAES,
Founder and Executive Director, Faithtree Resources “This is the premarital resource I have been waiting for! Incredibly rich with wisdom and insight, Naked and Unashamed is for every couple who are more interested in staying married than they are in getting married. I highly recommend this book for
anyone seeking a deeper, fuller, richer, understanding of biblical marriage.” —JIMMY DODD, Founder and President of PastorServe, author of Survive or Thrive: Six Relationships Every Pastor Needs
Overcoming the Sins No Girl Wants to Talk about
Uncanceled
And Other Poems
One Unashamed Night
The Open Book Unashamed By: Elect Lady Fayette M. Howard Evangelist It’s easy to get caught up in negative things in our everyday lives. Author Elect Lady Fayette M. Howard Evangelist got caught up in crime, drugs, and alcohol—all of which had an extremely negative
effect on her and her family. After being lost in the cruel and dark world that was her life for such a long time, she finally found God—the only light and way to true happiness. The Open Book is just that—no more secrets, no more lies, just the bittersweet truth. We may all learn
something about the path to Jesus through Fayette’s experiences—we just have to keep an open mind.
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